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Prepare children for kindergarten withTracing Letters on the Alphabet Sea.Filled with pages of giant

upper and lowercase letters that make it easy for little hands to learn pencil control, followed by

pages of smaller letters for repetition and motor skill development.Over 100 illustrated practice

pages that are sure to keep kids engaged while learning the alphabet.For children who are ready to

advance in printing, check out Learn to Write with Sami and Thomas for more printing practice,

basic word and sentence building. Also check out Tracing Numbers on a Train for more tracing fun

and learning.
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I was mailed two copies of this book in exchange for a review in October 2015, and I have been

using them going on three months. Below I have attached a photo comparing Tracing Letters ABC

to a commonly found tracing letter book. I homeschool both of my children one child is four years

old and my second child is two years old. What you will notice in this photo is the commonly found

tracing letter book only offers tiny hard to see tracing lines which makes it tough for young children.

With young children, I have often found the bigger, the better when it comes to tracing lines.

Incorporating "Tracing Letters ABC" into my daily homeschool lesson plan as really made a big

difference for my four year old when it comes to learning to trace letters and beginning the writing

process. Each day my child gets better at tracing the letters that result into her being able to write

the letter without the assistance from the tracing papers. I highly recommend getting this book

because it makes it simple for kids to learn and to learn without frustration! I am very thankful that

two of these books were sent to me for my children to use during homeschool.



This book is a great way to get kids into practing their writing and getting familiar with the alphabet.

My daughter is 4 years old and enjoys tracing the letters, and showing me her improvement shes

making. The work pages challenge the child but not in a way that it is frustrating. There is enough

amount of work on each page to keep childs attention. There is 53 pages in total front and back so

double the activities. I have purchased other books for my daughter that give you little to no work

pages and like I mentioned this one has 53 PAGES!!! Gives your child the capital letter and the

lowercase letter; A page for each letter (bonus). The fact that they are side by side helps your child

understand they are same letter. Some pages have huge letters that she enjoys using markers on.

A lot of parents, including myself, tear out pages to put into plastic sleeves. This book does not have

cut out pages but you can still manage clean cut outs, and theres alot of work so no need in my

opinion to get into plastic sleeves. Overall good book to help your child get control over writing. We

both enjoy and I highly recommend.Disclosure: I received this book for free in exchange for an

honest opinion.

What a great book! I gave copies to both my twin 4-year old grandsons and they love it. They call it

their 'home work' and have worked their way through the whole book, starting with the letters of their

names. We could see a real change in their abilities to form the letters, as they worked their way

through the book. I would recommend this for kindergarten and pre-kindergarten children.

Nice workbook for tracing!
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